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Are they identical image?



  

Are they identical image?

Toggling between two images



  

identical : pixel values and file contents are same

no difference 
except 

...



  

identical : pixel values and file size are same

File: CM/LI/LI_1000/LI_1962_1-C.jpg File: LI/LI_1000/LI_1978_1-a.jpg

no difference 
except 

the filename



  

Copy

Resize

Rotation by 90 (or, 180, 270)

Note: these images are actual copies from the Ashmolean Image Archive

Other transformations



  

identical or copy?

identical copy



  

Ashmolean Image Archive 

contains
262,007 images



  

Identical : 2 copies

97,478 images



  

Identical : 3 copies

3420 images



  

Identical : 4 copies

2244 images



  

Identical : summary of identical images

|-----------------------+---------------------|
| Size of Identical Set | Number of Such Sets |
|-----------------------+---------------------|
|                     2 |               97478 |
|                     3 |                3420 |
|                     4 |                2244 |
|                     5 |                  20 |
|                     6 |                 114 |
|                     8 |                  40 |
|                    12 |                  12 |
|-----------------------+---------------------|



  

Copy : rotated by a multiple of 90° only

6336 items



  

Copy : resize only

97,163 items



  

Copy : other transformations

5825 items



  

How did we do it?



  

VGG Image Search Engine (VISE)

● VISE can be used to search a large 
collection of images using image 
region as query

● We use VISE to find “same” and 
“copy” images by using each image in 
the dataset as a search query

● VISE is an open source software:
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vise/

Online demo

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vise/
http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/oxfordbuildings/search/?id=oxc1_hertford_000011



  

Delivering our results

● We have created a SQL database containing details about all the instances 
of “same” and “copy”

– http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/ashmolean_anaysis_db_18feb2020.sqlite

● We have also create a temporary website (password protected) to help you 
visualize these results:

– http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/identical.html

– http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/transform_rotate90i.html

– http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/transform_resize.html

– http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/transform_other.html

Note: we can export this data in any format that will be useful for you (e.g. JSON).



  

Thank you



  

Technical Details
Some of the TIFs contains a high resolution photograph of an object in one sub-image (e.g. 3680x4904) and a low resolution thumbnail in the second sub-image (e.g. 257x342). For 
example,

$ identify OM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_2000/EA_1978_2578_a-a.tif

OM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_2000/EA_1978_2578_a-a.tif[0] TIFF 3680x4904 3680x4904+0+0 16-bit sRGB 103.518MiB 0.000u 0:00.000

OM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_2000/EA_1978_2578_a-a.tif[1] TIFF 257x342 257x342+0+0 8-bit sRGB 0.000u 0:00.000

Additionally, there are some TIFs that contain exactly same resolution image (e.g. 613x460) in both sub-images as shown below.

$ identify CM/CM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_0000/EA_1978_592-g-C.tif

CM/CM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_0000/EA_1978_592-g-C.tif[0] TIFF 613x460 613x460+0+0 8-bit sRGB 20.0035MiB 0.000u 0:00.000

CM/CM/EA/EA_1978/EA_1978_0000/EA_1978_592-g-C.tif[1] TIFF 613x460 613x460+0+0 8-bit sRGB 0.000u 0:00.000

For my current analysis, I only include the sub-image contained in [0] as this is the image shown by TIF viewer when you click on the TIF image (as you had requested earlier).



  

Technical Details
There are some (nearly 2000) files that have same visual content and same file size but have minor difference in their metadata. For example, consider the following two images and their file 
content:

Image1: LI/AN_Loan/AN_Loan_Queens_College_E_11-a.tif

Image2: AN/AN_Loan_Queens_College/AN_Loan_Queens_College_E_11-a.tif

$ colordiff -y <(xxd AN.tif) <(xxd LI.tif) | more

00000000: 4949 2a00 0800 0000 1a00 fe00 0400 0100  II*.......   00000000: 4949 2a00 0800 0000 1a00 fe00 0400 0100  II*.......

00000010: 0000 0000 0000 0001 0300 0100 0000 0413  ..........   00000010: 0000 0000 0000 0001 0300 0100 0000 0413  ..........

00000020: 0000 0101 0300 0100 0000 621b 0000 0201  ..........   00000020: 0000 0101 0300 0100 0000 621b 0000 0201  ..........

…

00000200: 6574 612f 2220 783a 786d 7074 6b3d 2241  eta/" x:xm   00000200: 6574 612f 2220 783a 786d 7074 6b3d 2241  eta/" x:xm

00000210: 646f 6265 2058 4d50 2043 6f72 6520 352e  dobe XMP C   00000210: 646f 6265 2058 4d50 2043 6f72 6520 352e  dobe XMP C

00000220: 332d 6330 3131 2036 362e 3134 3536 3631  3-c011 66. | 00000220: 332d 6330 3037 2031 2e31 3336 3838 312c  3-c007 1.1

00000230: 2c20 3230 3132 2f30 322f 3036 2d31 343a  , 2012/02/ | 00000230: 2032 3031 302f 3036 2f31 302d 3138 3a31   2010/06/1

The difference has been highlighted using red colour. This image pair has different value of date set in their metadata. We have excluded such files from our “identical set”.



  

Technical Details
The original set of files received from the Ashmolean team contained not only images (TIF, JPG, etc) but also other files like 
documents and spreadsheet. We have discarded all such files from our analysis. We used the following Unix shell command to filter 
out files used in this analysis:

$ find -regex ".*\.\(tif\|TIF\|JPG\|jpg\|tif.tif\|.tif\|png\|.png\|PNG\|.PNG\|tiff\|.tiff\|TIFF\)" 
-type f -printf "%P\n" > ../imflist.txt

For our visual search, we did not need very high resolution TIF images (most have size ~120 MB). Therefore, we converted all the 
original TIF and JPG images to a JPEG image and resized them such that their largest dimension is at most 800 pixels:

$ convert “LI/AN_Loan/AN_Loan_Queens_College_E_11-a.tif”[0] -colorspace sRGB -type truecolor -
quality 80 -resize 800x800\> f000001.jpg

The index “[0]” beside each source filename indicates that we only include the primiary sub-image (i.e. the image shown in TIF 
viewers) in our analysis (as had been requested by the Ashmolean team).



  

Technical Details
Here are some details about the exported SQLITE database available from 
http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/ashmolean_anaysis_db_18feb2020.sqlite

The database contains the following tables:

● fileid_to_filename_map: contains a record of unique file_id assigned each of 262,007 files in the Ashmolean archive

● identical_list: each identical set is defined using a unique "identical_set_id" and this table contains a row entry for each file_id contained in 
an identical set. For example, an identical set with id "3" contains the following two files 79035 and 137900. The original filename can be obtained 
from fileid_to_filename_map table

● identical_list_stat: contains a count of identical set of sizes 2, 3, ... 12. For example, there are five sets each of which contains 12 
identical images.

● transform_resize: contains file_id of a pair of images in which one image is a resized version of the other. The “transform_parameter” 
records the scale factor by which the image has been resized.

● transform_rotate90i: contains file_id of a pair of images in which one image is a rotated (by a factor of 90 deg.) version of the other. The 
“transform_parameter” records the angle (in degrees) of rotation.

● transform_other: contains file_id of a pair of images in which one image a deformed version of the other. The “transform_parameter” 
records one of the deformation factors.

● transform_list_stat: contains a count of images corresponding to transform set “resize”, “rotate90i” and “other”. For example, there are 
97,163 pair of images in which one image is a rotated version of the other.

http://zeus.robots.ox.ac.uk/vise/_tmp/ashmolean/ashmolean_anaysis_db_18feb2020.sqlite


  

Technical Details

If you require additional details, please contact: Abhishek Dutta, adutta@robots.ox.ac.uk

mailto:adutta@robots.ox.ac.uk
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